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mCubed Vertical Silence HDD Cooler - Black

$69.95
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Short Description
The Vertical Silence is a hard disc cooler, which is designed especially for passive cooling. It is the only one
with vertical designed heatsinks, which allows an optimal air convection without an active fan cooler.
Due to the combination of different technologies an optimal cooling and an effective noise reduction can be
reached at the same time.

Description
The Vertical Silence is a hard disc cooler, which is designed especially for passive cooling. It is the only one
with vertical designed heatsinks, which allows an optimal air convection without an active fan cooler.
Due to the combination of different technologies an optimal cooling and an effective noise reduction can be
reached at the same time.

Features
Vertical heatsinks
Traditional hard disk coolers have horizontal designed heatsinks, which is optimized for active fan cooling. The heatsinks of the
vertical silence are vertically designed. Warm air can easily go up through the heatsink and take away the heat. Cool air can follow
(natural convection of air). In addition the heatsinks have special designed lamellas which enforce the cooling abilities.
Double decoupled
The whole box is ﬁxed with anti vibe rubbers to the chassis. In addition the whole hard disk is covered with anti noise insulating
mat.
Copper heat conductors
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Special copper heat conductors ensure, that the heat of the hard disk will be transported to the heatsinks on each side.
Aluminum
The hdd cooler is made of pure massive aluminum, which is black anodized. This ensures a good heat conductivity.
Mounting
The mounting is very easy. All you need is an empty 5.25" bay in your chassis. The cooler itself needs no screws and screwdrivers.
Just plug all components together, put the hard disk inside and close the cover! The Vertical Silence is also suitable for
transporting the PC. The hard disk is very secure in this massive designed box.

Specifications
Fit in every 5.25" bay
For 3.5" HDD (IDE and SATA)
Mounting holes like CD drives
145*40*175mm
626g

Additional Information
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SKU

MC-00620

Weight

3.0000

Color

Black

Case Accessory Type

Bay Hardware
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